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Tossups 

 

1. A leader of this country labeled Kurt Waldheim as “an imperialist pimp” after he protested the brutal 

beating of burglars. After a debate over his spending, a leader of this country killed Alexandre Banza, who 

had conspired with him in the Saint-Sylvestre coup. A leader of this country temporarily converted to Islam 

to obtain funds from Muammar Gaddafi. The gift of two diamonds by a leader of this country to (*) Valéry 

Giscard d’Estaing (“zhees-KAHR dess-TANG”) contributed to the latter’s 1981 electoral defeat. After a leader of 

this country killed elementary students for protesting mandated school uniforms, Operation Barracuda restored 

David Dacko to power. This country was declared an “empire” under a dictator who was accused of cannibalism. 

For 10 points, name this African country that was ruled by Jean-Bédel Bokassa. 

ANSWER: Central African Republic [or CAR; or République Centrafricaine or Centrafrique or Ködörösêse tî 

Bêafrîka; accept Central African Empire] 

<JS, World History> 

 

2. This person’s death causes the speaker to declare that it is “the time to beat the earth with unfettered feet” 

and “prepare a Salian feast” in an ode. In the Aeneid, this person is depicted rallying forces with a sistrum 

while “all sorts of beast gods” face off against Roman deities on the shield of Aeneas. In a play, this 

character’s seat is compared to “a burnish’d throne, / Burn’d on the water.” This character refers to a time 

when she was (*) “green in judgment” as her “salad days.” Enobarbus claims that this person’s lover will never 

leave her because “age cannot wither her.” After Dolabella divulges plans to display this person in a triumphal 

procession, she kills herself with an asp. For 10 points, name this person who, along with her lover Antony, titles a 

play by Shakespeare. 

ANSWER: Cleopatra [or Cleopatra VII Philopator] (The first poem is Odes I.37 by Horace.) 

<WW, European Literature> 

 

3. The “dialectical chapters” of a book by this philosopher’s followers anticipate Newton’s first law by 

claiming that “if there is no opposing force…motion will never stop.” A 2006 paper by Hao Changchi 

compares this thinker to Emmanuel Levinas in opposition to the standard depiction of this thinker as a 

utilitarian or “state consequentialist.” This thinker championed “moderation of use” and condemned 

elaborate funerals and music in the “ten doctrines.” Students of this philosopher (*) founded the School of 

Names. This thinker laid out a doctrine sometimes translated as “inclusive care,” which advocates extending the 

Confucian practice of “filial piety” to society as a whole. For 10 points, name this Chinese philosopher of the 

Warring States period who espoused universal love. 

ANSWER: Mòzǐ [or Mo Tzu, Mò Dí, Mo Ti, Master Mò, or Micius] 

<JS, Philosophy> 

 

4. Thirring and Hertell resolved a “catastrophe” characterized by negative values of this quantity by 

demonstrating that it relies on a system being completely isolated. A peak in this quantity at low temperature 

in two-level systems is called the Schottky anomaly. Applying Fermi–Dirac statistics to the Drude (“DROO-

duh”) model explains the linear temperature dependence of this quantity in metals; that result refines the (*) 

cubic dependence of this quantity on temperature in the Debye (“duh-BYE”) model. Einstein’s model of solids 

recovers the high temperature value of 3R per mole for this quantity, which agrees with the empirical Dulong–Petit 

law. For 10 points, name this quantity defined as the amount of energy needed to cause a unit temperature increase 

in a substance. 



ANSWER: heat capacity [accept specific heat capacity; prompt on C] 

<KY, Physics> 

 

5. Peter Kramer dubbed a medication for this condition “cosmetic pharmacology” in a book about “Listening 

to” that drug. Susan Nolen-Hoeksema’s work on gender differences in this condition are cited in a book 

presented as an “atlas” of this condition by Andrew Solomon. The Heart & Soul study tracks adverse 

outcomes for patients with heart disease and this condition, which is linked to schemas about the world, 

future, and self in a (*) “triad” model. The DSM-5 combined dysthymia with a form of this disorder, which was the 

original target of Aaron Beck’s cognitive behavioral therapy. St. John’s-wort may be an alternative to treating this 

condition with SSRIs like Prozac. “Postpartum” and “seasonal” are forms of, for 10 points, what disorder that 

negatively affects mood? 

ANSWER: depression [or clinical depression; or major depressive disorder, or MDD; accept more specific 

answers like peripartum/postpartum depression or seasonal depression; accept seasonal affective disorder or SAD; 

prompt on mood disorders] 

<JI, Social Science> 

 

6. Two answers required. During a battle between these two countries, General Bennigsen lost over forty 

percent of his army after being forced to fight in front of the Alle River. During another battle between these 

two countries, three arrowhead-shaped earthwork fortifications on the defender’s left flank were stormed 

eight times. The leaders of these two countries met on a pavilion in the Neman River after the battles of (*) 

Eylau and Friedland. A Charles Minard infographic depicts an invasion of one of these two countries by the other 

that included a battle centered on General Bagration’s (“bah-grah-TEE-ohn’s”) three flèches (“flesh”). Neither is 

Prussia, but these two countries temporarily made peace in an 1807 treaty of Tilsit. For 10 points, the Battle of 

Borodino was fought between what two countries under their leaders Alexander I and Napoleon Bonaparte? 

ANSWER: France AND Russia [accept French Empire or Empire français in place of “France”, accept Russian 

Empire or Rossiyskaya Imperiya in place of “Russia”] 

<CS, European History> 

 

7. In one of this artist’s paintings, a corner window looks out onto a ruin while the central figures each hold 

carnations. Unlike in his other paintings, that painting’s central figure wears a gray tunic lined with gold, 

instead of the standard red and blue. In adapting the same subject as his mentor, this artist added more detail 

to a building inspired by the Dome of the Rock in the background of a wedding. This painter of The Marriage 

of the Virgin and (*) Madonna of the Pinks created a work in which Mary holds a book in a pastoral landscape as 

she looks down at infants Jesus and John the Baptist, who are playing with the title bird. For 10 points, many 

depictions of Mary, including Madonna of the Goldfinch, were painted by what High Renaissance artist of The 

School of Athens? 

ANSWER: Raphael [or Raffaello Sanzio or Raffaello Santi] (Raphael’s mentor was Pietro Perugino.) 

<DC, Visual Arts> 

 

8. At the end of a novel, some of these characters perch on a tree behind the central family’s house until 

Kayla sings a “half-garbled” song evoking home. One of these characters abandons Parchman Farm upon the 

arrival of River’s grandson Jojo in Jesmyn Ward’s novel Sing, Unburied Sing. 19th-century studies of these 

beings inspire a researcher to rent a country estate near Hillsdale Village from Luke Sanderson’s aunt. That 

novel ends with these beings causing the protagonist to drive into a tree after exploring the title (*) place with 

the artist Theodora. In another novel, Denver believes that Paul D drove one of these characters from 124 Bluestone 

Road until they discover a young woman on their doorstep. For 10 points, the title character of Toni Morrison’s 

Beloved is believed to be what kind of supernatural being? 

ANSWER: ghosts [accept specters, phantoms, spirits, poltergeists, or apparitions; prompt on dead people]  

(The unnamed novel is The Haunting of Hill House.) 



<WW, American Literature> 

 

9. The minimum entropy produced as an open system with this property approaches a steady state can be 

determined by its Onsager coefficients. Ilya Prigogine studied linear systems with this property, which 

approximate the principle of detailed balance. Trajectories in systems with this property irreversibly 

exchange energy with the environment via dissipations. The Gibbs free energy of a system with this property 

will (*) change over time. Systems with this property will adjust in the forward or backward direction to lose it 

according to Le Chatelier’s principle. This property implies a reaction quotient that is [emphasize] not equal to K 

(“capital K”). For 10 points, name this property of a system that has not settled into its final state. 

ANSWER: non-equilibrium systems [or being out of equilibrium; accept answers that indicate the system is not 

in equilibrium; accept linear non-equilibrium thermodynamics; accept classical or extended irreversible 

thermodynamics before “irreversibly”; accept dissipative or dissipation before “dissipations”; prompt on local 

thermal equilibrium; reject “global equilibrium”] 

<AF, Chemistry> 

 

10. Richard Nelson describes prayers for luck addressing this animal as Tseek’aał (“t’SEEK-al”), or “Old 

Grandfather” in an ethnography that this animal partially titles. A figure named for this animal “at-the-

Head-of-the-Nass” tries to create humans out of leaves and stones, introducing mortality. Bill Reid created a 

sculpture titled for this animal “and the First Men,” based on a story of this animal freeing the first humans 

from clamshells. In other stories, this animal transforms himself into a piece of dirt, blade of grass, or (*) pine 

needle to impregnate the daughter of a chief who confines light in a box. This animal’s theft of the sun, moon, stars, 

and fire turns him black in a story from the Haida. Many Pacific Northwest cultures depict, for 10 points, what bird 

as a creator and trickster figure? 

ANSWER: ravens [accept The Raven and the First Men; prompt on corvids or crows; prompt on birds until read] 

(The ethnography is Make Prayers to the Raven: A Koyukon View of the Northern Forest.) 

<WW, Religion> 

 

11. When a man in this novel is hurt by his companion refusing an offering of some avocado, the companion 

accuses him of acting “soft like a woman.” During a morphine-induced delirium in this novel, the protagonist 

tells a story about a “strange woman” wearing silver lamé and a silver mask who points him out of the forest. 

A psychiatrist is killed by a patient named Irena who transforms into a panther after being kissed in this 

novel, which has several (*) footnotes on theories of homosexuality. This novel contrasts one character’s love for 

the waiter Gabriel with another character’s attempts to forget his lover Marta, whom he remembers after hearing 

about the movie Cat People. For 10 points, Molina recounts films to his prison cellmate Valentin in what novel by 

Manuel Puig (“pweeg”)? 

ANSWER: Kiss of the Spider Woman [or El beso de la mujer araña] 

<CM, World Literature> 

 

12. This man executed his nonagenarian brother-in-law, who prayed that he would “long for death but be 

unable to die.” This man supposedly addressed a poem to the “guest and companion of his body, / gentle and 

drifting little soul,” or “animula, vagula, blandula.” This emperor’s reign began with the execution of the 

“Four Consulars,” including Lusius Quietus. This emperor, who ordered the founding of Aelia Capitolina, 

was buried in the modern-day (*) Castel Sant’Angelo. This emperor’s villa at Tibur, or modern-day Tivoli, 

contained a hybrid statue of Osiris and Antinoüs, his drowned lover. Antoninus Pius augmented a structure ordered 

by this emperor with one along the Caledonian border. For 10 points, name this Roman emperor, the first to build a 

wall to stop invasions of Britain. 

ANSWER: Hadrian [or Publius Aelius Hadrianus Augustus; accept Hadrian’s wall; accept Hadrian’s Villa or 

Villa Adriana] 

<MK, Other History> 



 

13. In the opening scene of a film, a video feed of a reporter played by this actress complaining about how her 

cameraman is “taking a leak” is juxtaposed side-by-side with a video feed of an idyllic ski resort. In another 

film, a character played by this actress is locked in a machine that induces fatal sexual pleasure. This actress, 

who supposedly gave Edward Teller a (*) heart attack after a film she starred in fittingly premiered only twelve 

days before the Three Mile Island nuclear accident, also starred in the erotic sci-fi cult classic Barbarella. This 

actress, who starred as Kimberly Wells in The China Syndrome, recruited Lily Tomlin and Dolly Parton for a 1980 

film that condemned workplace sexism. For 10 points, name this 9 to 5 actress who was nicknamed “Hanoi” after a 

controversial trip to North Vietnam. 

ANSWER: Jane Fonda [or Jane Seymour Fonda; prompt on Hanoi Jane] 

<WJ, Other Arts> 

 

14. When using simulation packages such as SLiM or MSPRIME, it is common practice to decrease this 

quantity by a factor of 10 or so, then rescale all other variables accordingly. The probability of two lineages 

merging in a given generation is inversely proportional to this quantity in the neutral coalescent model. As 

this quantity goes to infinity, the Wright–Fisher model becomes a continuous diffusion process. Due to factors 

such as geographic clustering, the (*) “effective” form of this quantity is often much smaller than its “census” 

value. This quantity, which is assumed to be infinite in the Hardy–Weinberg model, abruptly decreases in 

“bottleneck” scenarios. For 10 points, name this quantity equal to the number of individuals of a species in a region.  

ANSWER: effective population size [or N; or Ne (“N-E”); accept census population size; prompt on population] 

<AF, Biology> 

 

15. The American PEESA legislation imposed sanctions related to a project in this industry that has been 

opposed by a country’s state-owned “Nafto” company. The aborted “Nabucco” project was followed by TAP 

in a “southern corridor” for this industry that relies on a location named for Shah Deniz. This is the primary 

industry of a company whose future headquarters is the twisting Lakhta Center, the (*) tallest building in 

Europe. The lengthy Yamal–Europe project in this industry notably reversed its flow in November 2021, 

contributing to massive European price increases. A controversial underwater project in this industry links Russia 

and Germany via Nord Stream 2. For 10 points, what industry uses pipelines to transport a commodity that is used 

for heating and is mostly methane? 

ANSWER: natural gas [or liquid natural gas or liquified natural gas or LNG, accept gas pipeline, accept methane 

or CH4 until “methane”; prompt on energy or oil and gas, reject “oil” or “gasoline”] 

<CS, CE/Geo/Other> 

 

16. Erez Manela has written about how this person’s ideas were received by thinkers like the “Lal Bal Pal” 

group during this person’s namesake “moment.” This person’s article “The Study of Administration” 

pioneered a topic that an unrelated political scientist with the same surname developed in the 1989 book 

Bureaucracy. The journal Foreign Affairs grew out of a study group assembled by this person that was 

informally known as “the Inquiry.” This (*) employer of Colonel House names a school of “idealism” 

exemplified by his opposition to “private international understandings of any kind.” This man called for the 

principle of self-determination in a set of proposals that founded modern liberal internationalism. For 10 points, 

name this author of the Fourteen Points. 

ANSWER: Woodrow Wilson [or Thomas Woodrow Wilson; accept the Wilsonian moment or Wilsonian idealism] 

(The author of Bureaucracy is James Q. Wilson.) 

<JB, Social Science> 

 

17. A suffragist from this family performed a one-woman version of Cicely Hamilton’s play How the Vote Was 

Won and was photographed with Rose Livingston at the 1913 New York garment strike. Along with Elbert D. 

Thomas, a senator from this family chaired a namesake Civil Liberties Committee in 1936 to investigate anti-



union espionage. This family included the husband of suffragist (*) Belle Case, who gave an 18-hour filibuster 

against the Aldrich–Vreeland Act and sponsored the merchant marine’s 1915 Seamen’s Act. That senator from this 

family ran with Montana senator Burton K. Wheeler in the election of 1924 and earlier worked with university 

president Charles Van Hise to promote his “Wisconsin Idea.” For 10 points, what family of progressives included 

the senator “Fighting Bob”? 

ANSWER: La Follette family [accept Robert M. La Follette or “Fighting Bob” La Follette or Robert Marion La 

Follette Sr.; accept Belle Case La Follette; accept Robert M. La Follette Jr. or “Young Bob” La Follette or Robert 

Marion La Follette Jr.; accept Fola La Follette or Flora Dodge La Follette] 

<AL, American History> 

 

18. The beginning of a symphonic piece by this composer alternates between a frantic clarinet melody that 

begins, “high D [pause], D [pause], D, low G-sharp” and a dissonant tutti chorale. A “ribbon of scales” 

variation appears in the second movement of this composer’s octet, which is scored for woodwind and brass 

instruments only. An extended brass chorale dedicated to Claude Debussy closes this composer’s Symphonies 

of Wind Instruments. A two-octave triple stop (*) “passport chord” opens every movement of this composer’s 

violin concerto. Nadia Boulanger conducted the premiere of this composer’s E-flat chamber concerto named after 

the Bliss estate, which was written during his neoclassical period. For 10 points, name this composer of the 

Dumbarton Oaks concerto who also wrote the ballet Petrushka. 

ANSWER: Igor Stravinsky [or Igor Fyodorovich Stravinsky] 

<SL, Auditory Arts> 

 

19. In C, the subscript operator is implemented via indirection on the result of this operation, meaning 

indexes can go both inside and outside of brackets. This operation is such a common use case for “reduce” 

that it was the only one built into Python 2. The sizeof (“size of”) operator cannot be overloaded because it is 

used to implement this operation on (*) pointers. A unary operator equivalent to this operation with a second 

argument of one can be used postfix or prefix and is absent in Python. In many languages, performing this operation 

on strings is shorthand for concatenation. The direct successor to C is named after, for 10 points, what operation that 

takes two numbers and returns their sum? 

ANSWER: addition [or adding; accept subtraction, increment, decrement, plus, minus, or plus plus operators; 

accept summation until “sum”; prompt on pointer arithmetic] 

<KW, Other Science> 

 

20. The speaker claims this concept “will come and plow / Loathed furrows in your brow” before concluding, 

“But you must die / As well as I” in the poem “The Changes.” This concept and “the will of Heav’n” both 

lead the twenty-three-year-old speaker to the same lot in John Milton’s Sonnet 7, which is titled for this 

“subtle” concept. A poem titled for this concept envisions “The glorious lamp of heaven, the sun” and warns, 

(*) “For having lost but once your prime, / You may forever tarry.” This concept is compared to “amorous birds of 

prey” in a poem in which the speaker hears this concept’s “winged chariot hurrying near.” For 10 points, the speaker 

wishes “Had we but world enough and” what concept in the opening of the poem “To His Coy Mistress?” 

ANSWER: time [accept “To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time”] 

<CM, British Literature> 

 

  



Bonuses 

 

1. The tenth book of this Roman author’s primary work pronounces now-classic judgments on ancient authors as 

part of a “reading list” for aspiring orators. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this Silver Age author of Institutio Oratoria, a twelve-book handbook on rhetoric. As a teacher, this 

writer’s students included Pliny the Younger and probably Tacitus. 

ANSWER: Quintilian [or Marcus Fabius Quintilianus; accept Quinctilian] 

[10m] In that reading list, Quintilian described this nephew of Seneca the Younger as “fiery and passionate,” 

referring to the swift rhythm of the writing in this Silver Age writer’s epic poem Pharsalia. 

ANSWER: Lucan [or Marcus Annaeus Lucanus; reject “Lucian”] 

[10e] Quintilian also described this genre as “wholly [Rome’s] own” in that reading list. The Silver Age author 

Juvenal wrote a collection of poems in this genre, whose works ridicule societal customs. 

ANSWER: Roman satires [or saturae] 

<MK, European Literature> 

 

2. Nonlinear optical effects arise due to this quantity’s Taylor expansion having higher order terms. For 10 points 

each:  

[10m] Name this coefficient that relates the electric field to the polarization density. This quantity, symbolized chi, 

(“kai”) equals the relative permittivity minus one. 

ANSWER: electric susceptibility [accept (electric) susceptibility tensor; accept specific orders, such as second-

order (electric) susceptibility] 

[10e] Materials with a non-zero second-order susceptibility, such as beta-barium borate, can be used to generate 

these phenomena, which, in general, have a frequency equal to an integer multiple of a wave’s fundamental 

frequency. 

ANSWER: harmonics [accept second harmonic or high harmonic generation; accept overtones or partials; 

prompt on SHG or HHG] 

[10h] This adjective describes an optical process also known as difference frequency generation, in which a signal 

beam is amplified by a pump beam as an idler beam is generated. This is the second adjective in the name of a 

process used to generate a signal beam by creating entangled photons as a beam passes through a nonlinear material. 

ANSWER: parametric [accept optical parametric oscillation or optical parametric amplification; accept 

spontaneous parametric downconversion; prompt on OPO or OPA or SPDC] 

<AF, Physics> 

 

3. During the Civil War, this state suffered failed Confederate raids by both its former governor Sterling Price and 

its future governor John S. Marmaduke. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this state where bushwacker guerrillas like “Bloody Bill” Anderson perpetrated the Centralia Massacre. 

“Quantrill’s raiders,” like the robber Jesse James, menaced Unionists in this border state and its western neighbor. 

ANSWER: Missouri [or MO; accept Price’s Missouri expedition] 

[10h] The Battle of Westport in Kansas City, Missouri prevented Price’s Confederates from reaching this key trans-

Mississippi fort, where the 10th Cavalry unit of all-Black Buffalo Soldiers was formed in 1866. 

ANSWER: Fort Leavenworth 

[10e] Alfred Sully, who named a Fort Leavenworth battery, created Fort Rice in this territory on campaigns against 

its eponymous Sioux people, who fought an 1862 war in Minnesota. In 1889, this territory formed two states. 

ANSWER: Dakota Territory [or Territory of Dakota; accept North Dakota or South Dakota; accept Dakota War 

or Dakota Uprising] 

<NJ, American History> 

 

4. A designer who trained in this city released a cryptic collection called “OWLS WHISPER” in 2018, prompting 

Vogue to write, “The designer clearly had something on his mind, but what?” For 10 points each: 



[10h] Name this city whose Royal Academy of Fine Arts became a leader in fashion design in the 1980s, when six 

of its students formed a namesake avant-garde fashion collective that collaborated extensively with Martin Margiela. 

ANSWER: Antwerp [or Antwerpen or Anvers; accept the Antwerp Six; accept Antwerp Royal Academy of Fine 

Art or the Antwerp Academy or Koninklijke Academie voor Schone Kunsten van Antwerpen] 

[10e] The Antwerp Academy was eventually eclipsed by this country’s Central Saint Martins school. Designers 

from this country include Stella McCartney, who got her start working for her father Paul McCartney’s tailor. 

ANSWER: UK [or United Kingdom; or Great Britain; accept England] 

[10m] Today, the best fashion school in the world is considered to be this city’s Fashion Institute of Technology. 

The 2019 iteration of a fashion event hosted in this city was inspired by Susan Sontag’s essay “Notes on ‘Camp.’” 

ANSWER: New York City [or NYC; or New York, New York] (That event is the Met Gala.) 

<WJ, Other Arts> 

 

5. In a poem about this event, the speaker laments, “they gave it to him hard with a club and hard / also with a rope” 

after switching to referring to himself in the third person for the last two stanzas. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this event that Pierre tries to prevent in Roberto Bolaño’s novel Monsieur Pain. The subject of this 

event predicted it would happen “in Paris with a rainstorm” in the poem “Black Stone on a White Stone.” 

ANSWER: César Vallejo’s death [prompt on the speaker’s death] 

[10e] A. B. Spellman wrote that he would die in this country’s capital “in a hurricane” in his poem “After Vallejo.” 

This country’s patriotic song “Guantanamera” was written by José Martí. 

ANSWER: Cuba [or Republic of Cuba or República de Cuba] 

[10m] Vallejo wrote of “meowing in my Pacific, / a shipwrecked coffin” in a poem titled for one of these objects. A 

Martí poem claims that he would cultivate one of these objects for “the sincere friend … and for the cruel person.” 

ANSWER: white roses [or rosas blancas; prompt on roses by asking “what color?”; prompt on flowers] 

<AFa, World Literature> 

 

6. The Neolithic Keltaminar culture south of the Aral Sea made ornaments from this material, which was mined 

from deposits along the Zeravshan River by Sarazm. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this material that was traded from Nishapur and Dāmghān. The Badarian culture obtained this material 
from Sinai, where later Egyptians like Amenemhat III mined it from Serabit el-Khadim and Wadi Maghareh. 

ANSWER: turquoise [accept mefkat] 

[10e] The goddess Hathor, the “Lady of Turquoise,” was possibly invoked with fish-shaped, anti-drowning 

turquoise amulets described in the Westcar document made of this reed-based material.  

ANSWER: papyrus [or papyri; or Cyperus papyrus or papyrus sedge or Indian matting plant or Nile grass; 

accept Westcar Papyrus; prompt on paper or scrolls; prompt on sedges or bulrushes] 

[10m] Incense sacrifices were recorded in the Jewish papyri from this island near the First Cataract. A nilometer 

measured flooding near temples to the triad of Khnum, Satis, and Anuket on this island at Aswan, north of Nubia. 

ANSWER: Elephantine [accept Elephantine papyri; accept Elephantine triad] 

<NJ, Other History> 

 

7. For 10 points each, answer the following about the heat equation. 

[10e] The heat equation is the prototypical 3D PDE of this type because it involves the time derivative minus the 

Laplacian. PDEs of this kind are named for a conic section also used to model the arc of a projectile under gravity. 

ANSWER: parabolic partial differential equation [accept parabolas] 

[10m] Solutions in terms of the heat kernel can change variables to be expressed using this function. This function 

contains the integral of “e to the negative x squared” and appears in the CDF of the normal distribution. 

ANSWER: Gaussian error function [or erf] 

[10h] Duhamel’s principle can express solutions to the inhomogeneous heat equation as the integral of these 

expressions for progressive slices of time. In simple cases, variation of parameters expresses solutions to 

inhomogeneous equations as a linear combination of these expressions with Wronskians as coefficients. 



ANSWER: infinitesmial solutions to the homogeneous equation [accept retarded solutions; prompt on 

fundamental solutions or infinitesmial solutions of simpler subproblems with “of what?”] 

<IC, Other Science> 

 

8. Answer the following about plants used to make South American drinks, for 10 points each. 

[10m] The Brazilian cocktail Capirinha (“kai-puh-REEN-yah”) contains cachaça (“kah-SHAH-sah”), an alcohol 

made from this crop. In the colonial era, copper kettles were often used to process the product of this crop in boiling 

houses. 

ANSWER: sugarcanes [or Saccharum or specific species like Saccharum officinarum; prompt on sugar by asking 

“from what source?”; prompt on grasses; reject “sugar beets”] 

[10e] A metal straw called a bombilla may be used to drink the “yerba” form of a South American tea made of the 

leaves of this caffeine-rich plant. 

ANSWER: yerba mate [or yerba maté or erva-mate accept chimarrão; accept cimarrón; accept tereré] 

[10h] This Amazonian plant, which occasionally resembles eyeballs, is often used in caffeinated energy drinks. 

Common Brazilian brands of drinks made from this plant include “[this plant] Antarctica” and “[this plant] 

Brahma.”  

ANSWER: guaraná [accept Guaraná Antarctica, accept Guaraná Brahma, or Paullinia cupana; prompt on 

soapberry; reject “Guaraní”] 

<EK, CE/Geo/Other> 

 

9. In twelve-tone and serialist theory, two complementary sets of these musical series combine to form 

combinatorial aggregates. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name these series that share their name with a mnemonic device created by the medieval music theorist Guido 

of Arezzo. A “magic” one of these series was used by Arnold Schoenberg in his piece Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte. 

ANSWER: hexachords [or hexachordon; accept magic hexachord; prompt on hexad or hexatonic] 

[10m] The magic hexachord is one of the six all-combinatorial hexachord sets formulated as part of this composer’s 

serialist theory. This composer attracted controversy for his article “The Composer as Specialist.” 

ANSWER: Milton Babbitt [or Milton Byron Babbitt] 

[10e] Hexachords are exhibited in the twelve-tone rows popularized by this school of composition based in an 

Austrian city. Along with Schoenberg, Alban Berg and Anton Webern were leading composers from this school. 

ANSWER: Second Viennese School [or Zweite Wiener Schule; or New Viennese School or Neue Wiener Schule; 

prompt on Viennese School; prompt on Vienna or Wien] 

<WJ, Auditory Arts> 

 

10. In the presence of endogeneity, this method can be used for causal inference in situations like estimating the 

returns to schooling. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this two-stage method that uses a variable that is sufficiently correlated with the variable of interest but 

isn’t correlated with the error term. 

ANSWER: instrumental variable estimation [or IV; prompt on two-stage least squares or 2SLS] 

[10h] To validate the use of an instrument, practitioners examine this statistic for the first-stage regression, which 

must be greater than 105 to produce accurate confidence intervals in IV estimation. This statistic is used to test if 

two group means are different. 

ANSWER: F-statistic [accept F-test] 

[10e] IV estimates are consistent, but suffer from this statistical property even if all of its assumptions are met. The 

“selection” type of this property can exist when a sample is not chosen at random. 

ANSWER: bias [or word forms, like biased or biasedness, accept selection bias] 

<CD, Social Science> 

 



11. This document was drafted after the failure of the Woodhead Commission and the 1939 London Conference. For 

10 points each:  

[10h] Name this document that limited Jewish immigration to a British mandate to just 75,000 people for the next 

five years. Jamal al-Husseini of the Arab Higher Committee accepted the terms proposed by this document a year 

later.  

ANSWER: White Paper of 1939 [reject “Churchill White Paper”]  

[10e] The White Paper of 1939 rejected a proposal to partition the British mandate in this region, the site of a civil 

war after Britain’s departure in 1948. This region’s namesake “Liberation Organization” was founded in 1964.  

ANSWER: Palestine [or Mandatory Palestine or State of Palestine or Filasṭīn; accept Palestine Liberation 

Organization; prompt on PLO] 

[10m] This Zionist paramilitary organization murdered British police officer Ralph Cairns in response to the White 

Paper. This organization split off from the more moderate Haganah and carried out the King David Hotel bombing.  

ANSWER: Irgun [or Etzel, accept IZL] 

<AL, World History> 

 

12. Answer the following about ancient Greek philosophers’ opinions on the sweetness of honey, for 10 points each. 

[10e] Democritus held that the properties “sweet” and “bitter” are only “by convention,” because all things, 

including honey, are actually composed of these tiny, indivisible particles. 

ANSWER: atoms [or átomos or átomon] 

[10h] Xenophanes wrote that “if god had not created honey, [we] would think that figs were much sweeter” to argue 

that this concept is “allotted to all.” This Greek word was used to denote mere “opinion,” in contrast to episteme 

(“eh-PIST-uh-mee”). 

ANSWER: doxa [or dokos; accept dokein] 

[10m] This philosopher reported the Cyrenaic school’s view that we have access to “affections” like the sweetness 

of honey, but know nothing of their causes. This skeptic wrote Outlines of Pyrrhonism. 

ANSWER: Sextus Empiricus [or Sextus Empiricus] 

<JB, Philosophy> 

 

13. Artists from this country used the “elegant action” style to depict slender silhouettes decked out in sashes and 

tassels. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this country home to those “Gwion” figures. Later artists in the same area depicted animals, often fish, 

with their bones and internal organs visible in a style dubbed “X-ray” art. 

ANSWER: Australia [or Commonwealth of Australia] 

[10e] The Gwion Gwion figures and those “X-ray” paintings are artworks of this type. Horses and bulls are depicted 

in some of the artworks of this type found at Lascaux, France. 

ANSWER: cave paintings [accept rock art; prompt on murals or frescoes] 

[10m] 20th century Arnhem Land artists such as Yirawala used a form of this technique called rarrk to create X-ray 

style art on tree bark. In the “cross” type of this technique, shading is created by drawing thin, intersecting lines. 

ANSWER: crosshatching 

<JB, Visual Arts> 

 

14. American writer Paul Polansky collected testimonies from these people who survived the Lety concentration 

camp in Czechoslovakia for the 2011 book Black Silence. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name these people targeted by the Nazis in an ethnic cleansing program known as the Porajmos (“po-rye-

MOSE”), or “the Devouring.” These people were distinguished by a brown upside-down triangle on their prisoner 

uniforms. 

ANSWER: Romani [or Roma people; accept Sinti or Sinta, prompt on Gypsy or Gypsies by asking “what is the 

correct term?”]  



[10e] Many Romani living in this country were sent to the Łódź (“wooch”) Ghetto. This country commemorates the 

Roma Holocaust on August 2nd, the day almost 3,000 Roma were killed at Auschwitz in this country. 

ANSWER: Poland [or Republic of Poland or Rzeczpospolita Polska] 

[10h] Romanian leader Ion Antonescu deported many of his country’s Romani from Bessarabia to this region for 

mass killing. The Tiraspol Agreement between Germany and Romania created this region’s governorate. 

ANSWER: Transnistria [or Pridnestrovia; prompt on Moldova]  

<AL, European History> 

 

15. Surya named this daughter of his for how Samjna’s (“SUNG-nyah’s”) eyes would flicker while around him. For 

10 points each: 

[10h] Name this goddess often seen atop a tortoise, who gained her dark complexion when Shiva mourned the death 

of Sati. Radha was frightened after spotting the naga Kaliya in this goddess’s domain. 

ANSWER: Yamuna (“YUH-moo-nuh”) [or Yami; or Kalindi] 

[10e] Yamuna could absolve one’s sins in a manner similar to this goddess of purification. The Yamuna is a 

tributary of the river controlled by this goddess, which is the holiest in all of Hinduism. 

ANSWER: Ganges [or Ganga] 

[10m] The conflation of Surya with other sun gods means that this son of Vivasvan is technically brother to 

Yamuna. Although Yama is said to be the first person to die, this person is considered the progenitor of humanity. 

ANSWER: Manu [or Vaivasvata Manu; accept Satyavrata] 

<KW, Mythology> 

 

16. Many families of antibiotics, such as macrolides and aminoglycosides, interfere with this process by exploiting 

differences between prokaryotic and eukaryotic machinery. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this process of creating polypeptides from an RNA template. This process occurs in ribosomes. 

ANSWER: translation [accept protein synthesis] 

[10h] Uniquely among protein synthesis inhibitory antibiotics, linezolid inhibits this specific phase of translation. 

The nonstandard amino acid hypusine is only found in two factors involved in this phase. 

ANSWER: initiation phase [prompt on I] 

[10m] In eukaryotes, translation is initiated at these sites that contain the AUG start codon. “Weak” examples of 

these sites can lead to leaky scanning by the pre-initiation complex and non-uniform protein synthesis. 

ANSWER: Kozak consensus sequence [or Kozak sequence] 

<AF, Biology> 

 

17. The narrator asserts that, knowing the author’s “subtle sense of harmonic balance,” this line “would have 

completed the symmetry of the structure” of the poem it belongs to. For 10 points each: 

[10h] [emphasize] Describe this line of poetry that was left unwritten because its author was shot by the supposedly 

insane assassin Jack Grey, who was actually aiming for a former king. 

ANSWER: the last line of Pale Fire [or line 1,000 of Pale Fire; prompt on the missing line of Pale Fire or 

unfinished line of Pale Fire; prompt on “I was the shadow of the waxwing slain” by asking “which line of the 

poem?”] 

[10e] The fictional Charles Kinbote argued that the unwritten thousandth line mirrored the first line about “the 

waxwing slain” in John Shade’s poem Pale Fire, which titles a novel by this author of Lolita. 

ANSWER: Vladimir Nabokov [or Vladimir Vladimirovich Nabokov; or Vladimir Sirin] 

[10m] This poet’s image of an owl banking to pass the window glass inspired the “waxwing slain” by the 

windowpane. Michael Wood compared Shade’s “richly rhymed life” to a spider in this writer’s poem “Design.” 

ANSWER: Robert Frost [or Robert Lee Frost] (The first poem is “Questioning Faces.”) 

<CM, American Literature> 

 



18. Professors Brown and Brown proposed the name “Carnelley's rule” for the trend in which molecules with higher 

degrees of this property have higher melting points. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this property that describes how a compound can be rotated and reflected and appear the same. 

ANSWER: symmetry [or symmetries; or symmetric; accept rotational symmetry or reflection symmetry] 

[10m] These mathematical objects are used to represent the symmetry of a molecule. When writing these objects 

with Schoenflies notation, the subscript denotes the order of the rotation axis. 

ANSWER: point groups [prompt on symmetry group or isometry group] 

[10h] Molecules with this point group require minimal energy to melt because they are minimally symmetric. This 

point group does not have any reflectional symmetries and only the trivial rotational symmetry. 

ANSWER: C1 (“C-sub-one”) [prompt on Cn (“C-sub-n”), C, or the identity group; reject “C1v” or “C1h”] 

<KW, Chemistry> 

 

19. Arabella bases her expectations for life on French romance novels in a Charlotte Lennox novel titled for the 

female version of this character. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this character, a hidalgo of La Mancha who becomes a knight after being driven mad by chivalric 

romances. 

ANSWER: Don Quixote [or Alonso Quixano; accept The Female Quixote] 

[10h] Don Quixote inspired this author to create a traveling English knight and his squire Timothy Crabshaw. This 

author also created the quixotic Obadiah Lismahago, who woos Tabitha with stories of his colonial military service. 

ANSWER: Tobias Smollett [or Tobias George Smollett] (The first character is Sir Launcelot Greaves. Obadiah 

Lismahago is from The Expedition of Humphry Clinker.) 

[10m] Another character inspired by Don Quixote is the uncle of this novel’s protagonist, whose obsession with 

military sieges is described as a “hobby-horse.” This novel’s protagonist blames Dr. Slop’s forceps for his flat nose.  

ANSWER: Tristram Shandy [or The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman] (by Laurence Sterne) 

<WW, British Literature> 

 

20. In this region’s indigenous belief system, a seventh daughter named Princess Bari resurrected her parents. For 10 

points each: 

[10m] Name this region in which shamans called mudang perform rituals known as gut (“goot”). 

ANSWER: Korea [or Korean peninsula; accept North Korea or South Korea] 

[10e] This belief system originated in ancient China and spread to the Korean peninsula. This belief system 

prioritizes filial piety, and its texts include the Five Classics. 

ANSWER: Confucianism [or Rújiā or Ruism] 

[10h] This religion, which mixes elements of traditional Korean belief and Confucianism, developed in the early 

20th century from the Donghak movement. 

ANSWER: Cheondogyo [or Cheondoism] 

<AK, Religion> 


